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Apathy : who cares?
By LYNN LEPINE,

NEWS EDITOR

'Fhad 'ya mean ? There's nothing to be apathetic about. '

Fee charged to rush
By SUSIE IRWlN
A $10 fee will be charged ix
students interested in
rushing fraternities for the
first time this semester, said
Dwight Smith, president of
the Interfraternity Council.
The decision was made to
charge the fee to lessen the
finanaral burden on the
fraternities during rush
week, Smith said. The action
could also result in a smaller

number of students participating therefore creating
a more "elite" group, he
added.
The fees will go to the IFC
and the fraternities.
Upon registration, the
student is required to pay the
rush fee and will in turn
receive an IFC rush card
which will serve as an invitation to a selected
fraternity. The IF@ will send

the names of those
registered to the fraternity
and only those persons will
be allowed to take advantage
of rush week.
Registration for rush ends

The Apathy Syndrome. It
sounds like the name of a
low-budget disaster movie,
but in reality it is the number
one problem on college
campuses across the nation.
Apathy is defined in the
American Heritage Dictionary as "a lack of interest
in things. Indifference."
Symptoms include a bland,
pasty expression around the
eyes and mouth, and compulsive shrugging of the
shoulders.
Is apathy on the increase?
If so, what causes this
dreaded affliction? Some say
it's the lack of a common

issue to bring the students
together. In the 1960's,
college students had just
such an issue: Vietnam.
Student activists banded
together to protest. These
were people who had a
common cause, but a s one
JSU professor put it, "The
student activists were only a
very small fraction of the
total college ,populations.
There were a lot of students
who were in and out of
thmgs, but only a cornparative few were constantly
in action." Here we have
that small minority of
'doers' on the college
campus. The greater
majority consists of people

who don'treally care until an
issue affects them directly.
For instance, if half the
students lost their workstudy jobs next semester,
apathy would virtually
disappear among those vho
had
recently become
unemployed.
One JSU instructor feels
that today's apathy stenis
from several causes. To
begin with, the incrmsd
availability of drugs 3x3
alcohol makes it easier b
ignore more importor3 t
things. It has become more
prestigious to go out and
party than to stay home and
study. Happy hour at a loed
(See APATHY, page 5 )

Five bills pass SGA
By LYNN LEPINE
"A light at the end of the
can be seen concerning the JSU weight
room. A bill sponsored by
Senators Pat Barber, Tony
Lundy, and Efram Clark was
passed at Monday night's
SGA meeting. The bill

allot $1000 for the refurbishing of the weight room
and that the sum be matched
by the administration. SGA
president Bill Morris feels
that the success of the bill
hinges on whether or not the
P.E. department can come
UD with a viable security

,.

eauipment.
- Another bill proposed by
Pat Barber recornierdcd
that an elevator OR 4ome
other form of access :a iSG
upper floors of Bibb Cai'KalP1"S
Hall be installed for Qrrz
handicapped.
SGA business mhnaasr

Students evaluate
acksonvi le State
During the second week in February, 1,150 students will
be evaluating their university in the areas of student services, student activities, library, physical facilities,
maintenance-housekeeping,
general
University
requirements, registration procedures, Advisement,
University and student publications and classroom experiences. These students from 46 sections representing a
core sample of freshmen to seniors will deternine their
degree of satisfaction with J.S.U. and thereby fulfill a
major role in the University's SelfStudy. These evaluations
are taken seriously and will determine the status of J.S.U.'s
accreditation over the next ten years. The accreditation of a
university establishes the value of that institution's degrees
in the academic and career marketplace.
J.S.U.'s students have always Ient wrbw and constnictive criticism to the government of their university
and with that fact in mind the adrrinistration and faculty
anxiously await your response in this self study.

Opera records donated to Jax State
Two Ansistoa women recently donaid a valuable
@ollectionof opera records and librettos t~ the Houston Cole
Library at Jacksonville State University, Ws. Louise G.
Pards, left of center, and her sister, Ws. B.A. Springer,

right of center, are shorn presenting the k Y i P I ~ P
University Librarian Dr. Mta Millican. Dr. 3 " 2 Mr.
~
sengill, dean of the College of Music and Fine Arts, I r ~ ; . iL.:t ~

(,ti
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Bits-n-Pieces

Reaganomics

In case you missed it.
By LYNN LEPINE,
NEWS EDITOR

TRUTH

TR UTH to appear a t JSU
A concert appearance by
TRUTH a t Jacksonville
State University is set for
Tuesday, February 9, at
Ikon Colk Auditorium.
The concert will begin at
7:30 p.m. and is open to the
public. General admission
w~llbe $3.00 per person. Now
in their eleventh year and
after more than a million
miles on the road, TRUTH is
known nationwide for their
high-energy performances

and musical excellence as
reflected in the group's
nomination for a Gramrny
award.
TRUTH has recorded 22
albums, appeared in two
movies, toured 13 countries
and worked with such personalities as Pat and Debby
Boone and the Boone Girls,
B.J. Thomas, Paul Harvey,
Dion, several Miss Americas
and many others.
TRUTH is a seven

member vocal group backed
up by their eight member
band. Each concert is geared
to the entire family an> lasts
about-90 minutes.
TRUTH often travels to as
many as six states in a single
week, more than 100,000
miles each year and gives
more college and church
concerts each year than
anyone else in the gospel
music field.

.

President Reagan's
televised State of the Union
Address proved to be the
most stirring speech of its
kind in many years. In case
you missed the speech and
are still wondering where
our nation is going in the
coming year, here are some
major points of interest.
1) The Reagan administration's economic
policy will be based on four
fundamental principles:
a. Continued reduction of
gov't. spending
b. Continued individual
tax cuts
c. Removal of unnecessa r Y f e d er a 1
reg??:ab1e

dollar

Tony Lundy, chairman of
the court, said the panel acts
as "both judge and jury" in
all cases. The panel consists
of Lundy, Michele Hefferly
and Kevin Collins. A campus
policeman is present at all
times but has no voice in the
proceedings.
Someone wishing to appeal
a traffic ticket must first
apply at the station and then
await the next session of

traffic court, which is held
every Thursday night at the
campus police station.
Each person meets individually with the panel.
The session begins with a
statement of why he or she
feels the ticket is unjustified.
The panel asks questions and
then the appealer is excused
briefly while the panel
discusses the case. A final
decision is made on a two to

Pennsylvania and many
others served in states such
as Kansas, Virginia, New
York, Florida and Illinois
(just to name a few).
During the summer,
students learn to become
"flexible" and adapt to
many situations. Some
summer missionaries live in
homes of pastors or church
members, while others live
in apartments, trailers or
houses. The type of work a
student summer missionary
does often varies with each
position a s well a s
throughout the course of the
summer. Some summer
missionaries are called upon
to exhibit such skills as
playing the piano, painting
(churches, houses, etc. ),
leading Backyard Bible

Clubs, surveying, singing,
w ~ t n e s s i n g , preaching,
hikingandworkingwithboth
teen-agers and the elderly.
The list goes on and on.
The term of service for
summer missions i s 10
weeks.
Summer
missionaries do receive pay
for their work during the
summer. Although the
amouit of pay is somewhat
small for 10 weeks of work,
the "fringe benefits" include
pleasant, fond memories to
be cherished forever and
knowing you have touched
someone's life and being
touched in return. Missions
is not always easy work but
it is rewarding. Students who
have previously served as
summer missionaries will
tell you they wouldn't trade

7) "Basic laws that gave
equal rights must be
preserved and, if necessary,
strengthened."
Reagan
advocates a 10 year extension of the Civil Rights
Act of 1965.
8) America will not conduct "business as usual"
with the forces of oppression
( P o l i s h military-Soviet
regime).
9) "We intend to keep the
peace.
OW freedom."
We also intend to keep

V

NEWS EDITOR
~f
looking for
mmmer
the
Land of Screams and
Dmarns
be just the
place for You. SixFlagsOver

one vote. Further questions
are sometimes necessary in
order to reach a decision.
If the appeal is denied and
the ticket holder is found
guilty, he or she must not
only pay the ticket but is also
responsible for $1 court cost.
In reaching a decision, the
panel considers the time,
place and nature of the ticket
along with the person's
(See TICKETS. -page
- 4)

Care for a rewarding summer?
By HAROLD DEAN
~twas great! ~t was a tune
of growing and giving. I
loved it! My summer was
fantastic. The previous
statements are replies by
student
sum m er
missionaries to the question
"How was your summer?"
Last year the Jacksonville
State Baptist Campus
Ministry was second in the
nation of Baptist Student
Unions sending out students
to serve a s summer
missionaries who worked in
many different a r e a s of
Christian service.
Students are appointed to
various locations throughout
the United States. Last year
two
students
from
Jacksonville served in
Hawaii, 3 students served in

beneficiaries. This should
cut down on fraud.
6) Entitlement programs
(e.g. welfare, food stamps)
will save $63 billion dollars
over the next four years
without affecting Social
Security.

Six Flags seeks Summer help

Students can appeal traffic tickets
By SUSIE IRWIN
Students have the right to
appeal traffic tickets, given
to them by the JSU campus
police, in traffic court held
weekly and operated by the
Student Government
Association.
To a panel of three SGA
members, the ticket holders
are given the chance to show
reason why the ticket is
believed to be unjustified.

2 ) Federal expenditure
will be greatest in the areas
of defense, and a reliable
safety net of social programs
for contributors and the
needy.
3) The federal gov't. will
return $47 billion dollars
worth of programs and funds
to the state and local gov'ts.
to cut down on the pervasiveness of the federal
gov't. .
4 ) "Raising taxes will not
balance the budget. . .I will
not ask you (the Congress) to
balance the budget on the
backs of the American
taxpayer."
5) The food stamp
program will be turned over
to the states along with funds
program
in
order closer
to bring
to the
its

..

their summer missions
experience for the world.
If anyone is interested in
the possibility of serving in a
summer missions capacity,
they are welcome to drop by
the BCM and talk with the
interim campus minister,
Miss Barbara Vann or BCM
president, D a m e Williams.
Former
s'ummer
missionaries would also be
more than happy to share
their experiences with those
interested. Yet don't delay in
finding out ebout summer
missions and picking up an
application. The Home
Mission Board has a
deadline after which it will
not accept applications. A
rewarding summer is in
store for those who take this
opportunity!

L

Georgia, one of h e state's
largest employers of yolng
people, has appro~imately
2000 positions available to
high school and college-age
students.
The 331-acre amusement
park offers a variety of
positions ranging from
operating one of &e many
rides to staffing the popular
shows and attractions. To
qualify for a job, you must
have a friendly attitude, a
sense of responsibility, and a
smile.
Besides the obvious
financial benefits, a summer
ix Flags offers injob at S
dependence and a chance to

meet new people. An employee social-activities
program includes softball
games, trips to other parks;
and more, all in an effort to
bring
the
employees
together and to establish a
supportive atmobhere.
This season begins March
6th and the park will be intraducing a new and exciting
attraction called Thunder
River.
Applications for employment will be accepted
from 9:00 a.m. to 5:00 p.m.,
Monday through Saturday.
Applications must be made
in person at the Six Flags
Personnel Office, 1-20 and
Six Flags Road.

( Jacksonville State University

I

'

Writer's Club
presents

Dr. George Richards
hS0ciate Pr0feSS0r of English, JSU
To Lecture

Wednesday, February 10, 1882

I Auditorium, HerrillBuilding, JSU
I

Dr R~chards has art~cles and poems In many
publ~cat~ons
such as, Salmaqund~,Pebble, The Greenf e l-d - Reu~ew,
and The (eats-Shelie; Journal. Dr.
-2ichards lalest pub%tlon
IS an essay on John
Burrocghs to appear soon In a book on nlneteenthcentury hero~sm

( 'Chariots

of Fire9

i

is promising

WEDNESDAY, RBRUARY 10
7dM and 930

TON16HT, FEBRUARY 4th
ROO and 930

*

I

ROOTS
LADY AND THE TRAMP
THE DEER

*

/
I

Produced by David Puttnam ( "Midnight Express")
and directed by the awardwinning British documentary filmmaker Hugh
Hudson, "Chariots of Fire"
is the story of Eric Liddell
and Harold Abrahams, two
sprinters who compete for
Britain in the 1924 Olympic
Games, held in Paris,
France.
An Enigma Production for
Allied Stars, the film concerns itself with the
background, lives and
motivation of these men,
culminating
in
their
respective Olympic events.
It is not unusual for film
producers to read omnivorously in the hope of
running across a story in
some obscure source that
might translate well to the
screen. It is unlikely,
however, that anyone btit
Puttnam would have
received inspiration
thumbing through the pages
of a factual reference text
entitled "The Official
History of the Olympics,"
the only book he could find to

browse through in a newlyrented Los Angeles home.
A s the idea for "Chariots
Of Fire" began to take shape
in his mind, Puttnarn chose
Colin Welland, whose film
credits include "Straw
Dogs" and "Yanks" to
create a screenplay about
two young men vying for
glory against heavy odds and
with vastly differing
motivations.
In "Chariots Of Fire," the
two leading roles are played
by actors making their
screen debuts Ben Cross
and
Ian
Charleson.
Memorable rdes are also
portrayed by Nick Farrell,
Nigel Havers, Daniel
Gerroll, Alice Kriee
and
"
Cheryl Campbell.
~ u the
t film also contains
characterizations by such
fine actors as Sir John
Gielgud, Ian Holm and

-

Lindsay Anderson ( temporarily forsaking the
director ranks) as well a s
brief but telling appearances
by Dennis Christopher and
Brad Davis.
Director Hudson sees
"Chariots Of Fire" as a story
of personal endeavor, a
relationship between
characters. "The film is a
very human story about
growing up and achieving
something against the difficulties that everyone has in
their youth."
The choice of values is the
key to the dramatic
development of "Chariots Of
Fire," challenging the two
main characters in their
pursuit of victory. Their
decisionsinvest the film with
what director Hudson re3rs
to as a wonderful sense .$
purpose.
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Editorials

Nobodv's tool
If you've never written an article to make somebody on
this campus mad. or if vou've never stood in my shoes and

listened to all the bulloney ideas of what a student
newspaper is all about, you probably won't be interested,
but I'm gonna tell you anyway.
According to our dear, often-referred to but seldom read
Constitution (of the Communications BoardJSU), "It
shall be the role of the student media to report the news and
to provide an outlet for campus opinion (Editors note: not
adrninistra tive opinion) and creative effort. "
A local administrator recently informed us we should
promote good relations and understanding between the
students and administration.

To quote a fellow "journalist", Rod Blackmon of the ISU
Daily Reveille, "There are a lot of things difticult to understand about the University, and I happen to be sitting in
the middle of one of those confusing situations. From this
hot seat in the basement of Coates Hall" (Student Commons
in my case), "I'm expected .to be radical because I'm a

student, entertaining because I'm a writer, informative
'because I'm a journalist and careful because there are a lot
of people waiting for our mistakes.

..

". . .First, we are looked upon as inexperienced students
by an administration that claims this is a student
publication belonging to the students. Then, we are
criticized, censored and embarrassed because we don't
perform up to the professional standards of the administrators."
We will promote good relations and understanding between the students and administration, and we do, when itlo
there.
BUT we are not a tool of the administration, to be used in
promoting only the good of JSU. This school is far from
being perfect, and we're here to point out what's bad too,
and hope that something gets done about it.

Yes, we need teacher evaluation
By MARLA T. PALMER
As a student, I can see many problems
with our teachers and teaching procedures
that may never come to the attention of
department heads or deans without a formal
teacher evaluation. For example, most
students would never complain about a
teacher being too easy, but it really is a
problem.
Last semester, while the students taking
one section of a XX 221 course sweated
throughout the semester, the students in
another section of the same course, under a
different teacher, were told they would not
haye to come back to class after
Thanksgiving if they were satisfied with the
grade they had so far. They wouldn't cover
anything new, she said. Unbelievably, (or
should I say, sadly believably?) nobody
complained. That teacher was getting aid

for a job she didn't accomplish, but even
worse than that, she failed to prepare a
group of students for a task they will have to
perform. . .and when other JSU graduates
apply for. work, the employer will say,
"Well, the last kid from JSU didn't seem to
be very well prepared. . ."
Too many teachers waste time in class
discussing "fun" things such as their kids'
baseball club. But students reason, "The
less he covers in class, the less will be in the
test-." Again, nobody complains.
Other teachers make special allowances
which benefit neither the individual nor the
class. One of my friends in education
recently graduated after five years of
struggling through courses at JSU and the
upper division at Gadsden. True, he had had
many disadvantages in life. True, he had it
rough and we all felt sorry for him, but those

The Chanticleer, established as a student newspaper at
Jacksonville State in 1934, is published each Thursday by
students of the University. Signed columns represent the
opinion of the writer while unsigned editorials represent the
opinion of the Executive Editorial Committee. Editorials do
not necessarily reflect the policy of the JSU administration.
The Chanticleer offices are located on the bottom floor of
the Student Commons Building, Room 104.
All correspondenceshould be directed to The Chanticleer,
Box 56, Jacksonville State University, Jacksonville,
Alabama, 36265.

-

THE CHANTICLEER STAFF: Editorial Board
Editor, Randy Hartley; Living Editor, Maria Palmer;
Sports Editor, Tim Strickland; News Editors, Susie Irwin
& Lynn LePhe; Staff Assistant, Liz Howle; Contributing
Writers: Jon Hughes, Alison Andrews, Michael Palmer,
Joan Weddington, Alicia Utterst, Pat Forrester, Liz
Honeycutt, Brenda Dees, Carla Wheeler, Jacqueline
Foote, Kim Whitehead, Sheri Williams, Bruce Muncher
and Lisha Brown; Business and Ad Manager, Steve
Foster; JSU Photographer, Opal Lovett.

teachers who gave him the grades out of
compassion, curved them, or whatever,
certified a partially illiterate person to
represent JSU. The sad thing is (if his class
performance was any indication of what is
to be expected) that he will probably get
fired the first time his principal sits through
oneof his history lectures. And the college of
education has one of the highest standards
of any college at JSU!
We need to demand that all our faculty
members teach all the material the course
is supposed to cover; we need to demand
that they test the students fairly and that
they set minimum standards and observe
them faithfully. We need teacher
evaluation.
Yes, we-desperately need to evaluate our
teachers. Not to "get rid of' those that we
dislike for personal reasons, but to raise the
standards of this University and to make our
degrees mean more.
Some teachers may resent being subjected to an evaluation. I know it is uncomfortable, and that no system can be
(Continued from page 1)
completely fair, but I submit to you that any
system is better than nothing. If a teacher is
Marc Angel sponsored a bill working hard and performing his-her job
which w a d pay a group of well by preparing the students, he-she can
accounting students $175.00 only benefit from a control system.
to prepare student federal
There are many professionally-prepared
and Alabama state income teacher-evaluation questionaires and
tax forms. The SGA will pay systems. As a student, I would like to
the fee so that the service suggest some points on which teachers
will be free to the students. should be evaluated: punctuality, teaching
Two bills were passed methods, grading, testing, field knowledge
concerning Black History and overall attitude. The completed
Month. One allocated $1000 evaluation forms could be used by departfor an m i c a n Ensemble ment committees to suggest improvements
Dance open to all students, or by higher authorities when the situation
and one allotting $207.14 to so reauired.
The teacher evaluation form which I
finance the play " ~ u r l i e " .
The bills were sponsored ~y would like to see students using would read
something like this:
Senator Patrick Jones,

Tickets

(6n,ued

statement of explanation.
The panel agreed that the
traffic court is "lenient" in
most cases.
At the beginning of each

from w g e

Punctuality
Always shows up on time
Always ends class on time
Reasonably punctual
Always comes in late
Makes students late for next class
Teaching Methods
Only lectures
Uses visual aids
Encourages student participation
Doesn't encourage student participation
Grading
Easy A
You work for your grade
You suffer for your grade
You get what you deserve
Grade doesn't bear relationship to work
Testing
Essay tests
Problems to solve
Multiple choice
Combination
Tests on material we covered in class
Poorly designed and inaccurate tests
Doesn't cover material for tests
Teacher's Overall Affltude
Very concerned and willing to help
Interested in students and helpful
Can be understanding if he-she tries
Very impersonal
Hates students
Field Knowledge
Knows more than just facts
Knows his-her subject thoroughly
Generally knows what heshe is talking
about
Has a faint idea
Seems to fake his-her way through

6

semester, many tickets are
given for not having a
parking decal, although
Lundy added that a s the

semester progresses the
causes for the violations
vary.
Lundy said he encouraged

appeals from persons who
feel they have been unduly
reprimanded in traffic
situations.
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'Somewhere in Time' to the classroom
/

JSU professor
is former costume designer
."

By KIM WHITEHEAD

The scenario was set at the
magnificent Grand Hotel on
Michigan's
picturesque
Mackinac Island and while
actors Christopher Reeve
and Jane Seymour pursued
each other through time,
JSU's
Douglas Stetz,
working as tailor on the set,
chased costumed characters
"to see that they were all
together.''
What had started as a
summer vacation ended with
a phone call when the
Northern
Michigan
University graduate was
asked to join the cast of
"Somewhere in Time" on the
island, where Stetz tailored
costumes that were part of
an entourage that later
received
an
Oscar
nomination.
Now, a s the newly created Adjunct Professor of
Theatre
Design
at
Jacksonville
State
University, Stetz is bringing
his experience to the campus'
growing
Drama
Department.
g i s most recent involvement with film came
when he worked a s a
costumer for the TV series

Miss Northeast
Alabama
Scholarship
Pageant
The

"Breaking Away Taped in tough decision.
"An Italian Straw Hat," for answer is yes, they handcuff
Athens, Ga., where Stetz was
"I found myself sitting on which Stetz is already busy you to a sewing machine for
doing graduate work at the the side of a road in Ohio conducting the construction four years."
University of Georgia, the trying to decide if I should of costumes.
And, indeed, even if
series involves scenes such head north to a possible job
A veteran of summer
as the one that required the inNew York, west to an offer
s , south to stock, Stetz himself has
story's protagonist to attend in Los ~ n ~ e l eor
the opera-a scene that school. After about 20 performed in 30 roles, been
certainly demanded the minutes, I headed for responsible for scene design,
and knows "something about
Georgia," he recalled.
costumer's expertise.
Stetz claims that "my everything in theatre." At
A native of Michigan,
Stetz's initial interest was in heart rules my life" and in the present, he is sharing his
fashion design but he December of '81, he received experienced artistry with
"somehow managed to get a phone call, traveled to students as he does "not very
disillusioned with it" and Jacksonville, and was traditional teaching" in
costume design, stagecraft,
eventually received a degree promptly given a job.
"I was packing to go home and student theatre.
in music from UNM.
However, his attraction to and rest when I got the call,
"I think that the facilities
design dominated and he so my vacation was spent
found himself serving a two- preparing for the new we have here are nice and
year internship a s a designer position and I was in we're ready for our program
at his alrna mater while he Jacksonville two weeks to really start growing," he
said.
"tried to decide what to do later," he said.
''The town's small and
with my life."
As for the future, Stetz
Upon the nearing com- that's kind of hard to get
pletion of his time in that used to," Stetz continued, commented, "It's JSU for a
position, Stetz interviewed "but, so far, it's fine." Main while, though I would like to
with New York well-knowns concerns for him currently pursue the cutting profession
like Brooks Van Horne and rest with his cat and her new in New York. It won't be for
appliedfortheuniversityof kittens and, of course, with the Broadway stage, though,
Georgia's graduate school adjusting to a new university because it's too commercial. "
after realizing that their system.
The JSU Drama Depart"entire design faculty" met
ment, under the direction of
He said jokingly of his
his needs.
It was soon after, just Carlton Ward and Wayne profession, "Your beginfollowing his summer stint Claeren, is beginning nings in this field are greatwith "Somewhere in Time," preparations for its up- they ask you if you have ever
that Stetz had to make a coming spring produhion of sewed before and if your

D O U P stet2
~~S

...................*....

h
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Interview schedule

l

Tuesday, 2nd

Tuesday, 9th
Scho1arshi~:coliseum~om1:~-3:3~p.m.
a
prwwy
to
Coach Creel requests that . Wednesday, 10th
the Miss
Pagat,
interested girls be at the
is to be held Thursday Feb. 4 :coliseum by :OO.
Thursday, 11th

i

at7:30p.mintheLeon Cole .e..eeee.ee...e.e..e~e~t
Auditorium
on
the
Gordon Liddy
Jacksonville
State
University Campus. Adto speak
miasion is $1.50.

BCM taking
orders for
Valentine's D a y
carnations

JSU will' host
Chanticleer

Camp ASCA

- Sumner Recruitinq

Wal-Mart Company
Republic Steel Corporation

1982

S u n e r Work

Bentonvi 1 l e , AR
other areas
Gadsden, AL

Management Trainee

Birmingham, AL

Accounting ONLY
Teachers

o f Invest.

Sales ONLY

Sales
any major f o r t r a i n e e

Cobb County Schools

ibur:dzy.

Parker Hanni f i n Company

M a r i e t t a , GA
Jacksonville. AL
H u n t s v i l l e , AL

tlotmel Company

Atlanta, GA

Thursday. 18th

Accounting ONLY

I FRl I

~ e d e r a ii;;eau

Tuesday, 16th
19th

Accounting ONLY

Any business major

Accounting ONLY
e s p e c i a l l y math, sc., sp. educatioi
A l l education majors

guest

speaker G. Gordon Liddy on
February 17th. See next
week's

-1.'

;.

i Tryout for
i women's
i volleyball team

: Trvouts for the women's
:~ o l l ~ ~ bteam
a l l will be held
Northeast :this Saturday (Feb. 6) at the

Douglas Stetz's career had
such a humble genesis, the
years following have
wrought b r him a list of
credentials worth renown.

for

details.

The SGA's Month-at-aGlance Board has been
completed and is located in
the lobby of the Jack Hopper
Any
Hall.
The Baptist Campus Dining
Ministry will be taking or- organization wishing to post
ders for carnations Monday, announcements should
Tuesday and Wednesday, contact Joy Brindle or Mark
Feb. 8-10 in the lobby of the Angel at the SGA office (Ext.
cafeteria during lunch and 490).
A Blood Drive will be held
dinner hours. Delivery is
the
Roundhouse,
available for dorms and at
Jacksonville Apts. on February 24th and 25th from
Thursday, Feb. 11. All other 11:00 a.m. to 5:00 p.m.
Interested students are
carnations may be picked up
at the Baptist Student Center encouraged to attend a
after 3:00 p.m. on the llth. SAGA meeting to be held in
The cost is $1.50 per car- the Jack Hopper Dining Hall,
nation if picked up and$2.OO Tuesday, February 9th.
per carnation if delivered. Open discussion m the htxi
Red, pink, and white carnations will be av&labit

Tuesday, 23rd

OeKalb County Schools

Decatur, GA

Teachers

A l l education majors

Wednesday, 24th

JCPenney Company

A t l a n t a , GA

Computer Science

Computer Science MAJORS

Thursday, 25th

Birmingham Trust N a t l .Bank

Birmingham, AL

Apathy

A l l business Majors

(Continued from page 1)

beer joint is a good reason to
skip your homework and the
next morning's hangover is a
great reason to skip your
morning Lit class.
Changing times have also
changed the nation's young
people. There are so many
more social decisions to be
made in this decade (drugs,
pre-marital sex, alcohol,
etc.). Perhaps today's
college stu&nt doesn't have
the time to get involved in
campus polities.

What about apathy in the
class room? Some students
seem to think that the attendance quota requires
rather than allows the
student to be absent 25
percent of the time. There
are those who don't pay
attention in class, don't ask
questions when they're
puzzled, don't study and then
blame the instructor when
they barely paeE with a D.
Some un'iversftl.'hdructors
feel that this lack of

motivation carries over from If there had not been comhigh school. When high p e t i t i o n
a m ong
school teachers don't require organizations at the blood
participation and push the drive would it have turned
student to fulfill his or her out as poorly as the election?
potential, that student falls
Students complain about
into a cycle of disinterest the food, the administration,
that is hard to break.
and the dorms, but no one
Is apathy rampant here at wants to get involved with
JSU? To take a look at this the organizations that are
question, we may contrast themechanisms of change in
the poor voter turn-out at the a university. Nobody wants
last Homecoming election to expend the.effort.,, ,.,, , ,
~ i t + - ~ h - ? e number
~ d - .of
' Apathy: h e ~ b h @ibt.?'
'
.
donors at the fall blooddrlvi.
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Livi-ng
Peace Corps need
special skill volunteers
Peace Corps urgently needs individuals
with skills in math and science education,
agriculture, forestry and fisheries, home
economics and nutrition, civil engineering,
and many others to serve as volunteers.
Math and science teachers are ranked
highest on the most-needed list. In some
developing countries, a student's ability to
score high on entrance exams determines
whether he or she will attend high school.
According to one Peace Corps volunteer
serving in Togo, the education system is
such that it is harder for a Togolese student
to get into high school than into college. It is
important that increasing numbers of
people in developing nations gain post
secondary education to fill the leadership
positionsin their countries that have opened
since independence.
Other skills badly needed by the Peace
Corps include industrial arts and vocational
education, mechanics, medical lab
technology, and occupational and physical
therapy.
In Zaire, for instance, children suffer
from malnutrition because there is no
skilled labor to maintain vehicles to transport food. "There is an incredible need in
Zaire for mechanics who can repair and
maintain vehicles," says Baudouin de
Marcken, former Peace Corps country
director for Zaire. It is critical that Zaire
begin to develop vocational and training
courses in everything, from auto repair to
carpentry, according to de Marcken.
The work of a single skilled volunteer can
trigger benefits in many areas of community life. A recent agriculture volunteer
in Honduras pointed out that improving the

diet of local children resulted in better
health, which increased school attendance
and opened the way to a better education.
As Peace Corps moves into the decade of
the 80s, the agency will begin to consider
means of making a greater impact on the
people whom they strive to help. At the
agency's 20th anniversary conference, held
in June at Howard University in
Washington, D.C., Prime Minister Edward
Seaga of Jamaica called for more
agronomists, agriculturists, and others to
help train his people. He wants to see Peace
Corps work in those areas that have more of
a multiplier effect.
Peace Corps director Loret Miller Ruppe
stated in her speech before the 1981 summer
commencement of Northern Michigan
University in Marquette that Peace Corps
can take well-motivated Americans and
train them for service in the Third World.
"We train them to be able to encourage
village farmers to dig a pond, fill it, stock a
fast-growing fish, and within three months
they can harvest a crop of protein-rich food
and refill the pond and start the cycle
mortality rate, 50 to 70 percent malnutrition
and an annual Per capita average income of
$180, with a system of productive fish ponds
gives the whole area a source of income and
a source of protein. This gives them a
future, she said.
Persons interested in information about
service in the Peace Corps may call 800-424.
8580, Ext. 93, toll free, or write Peace Corps,
Washington, D.C., 20525.

nation offer their scarce skill expertise in
developing nations all over the world. Upper
left, Christine Elias, a 1975 elementary
education graduate of Illinois State
University, plans and organizes women
cooperative farming projects in the Gambia. Upper right, Charlene Sanders, a 1973
chemistry graduate of Simmons College,
teaches science at a college in Western
Samoa. Lower right, Kimery Campbell, a
1977 natural resources graduate of the

More munchies for your $
By LYNN BUNT
this Sunday night, I couldn't
Every Sunday night when I decide where to go. I knew I
get back to Jacksonville, I go needed to go where I'd save
buy my week's supply of themostmoney, but actually
munchies. For a while I I didn't know where that
bought them at Super Valu, was. That's when I decided
then I tried Warehouse to go "shopping for values."
Groceries for a while. A
First, I made a list of my
friend of mine told me to try favorite munchies. I then
Winn Dixie. So I did. That went to each store and
was good, but during the ice recorded their prices for
and snow I couldn't get to my favorite munchies. I
Winn Dixie, so I discovered hurried home to add up the
Hamric's.
results. My calculator and I
When I got to Jacksonville
Hamric
9 oz. Twin Pack Golden Flake Potato Chips
$1.49
Oreo Cookies 15 oz.
1.79
Nutter Butter Cookies
1.29
%liter Coke
1.05
6 pak can Cokes
2.09
1.61
Pizza ( Jeno's )
,
.99
Kelloggs PopTarts 6-pak
1 Reeses candy bar
.30
Presto Pop
Popcorn (Instant Pop)
.69
KoolAid-2 qt, pack without sugar
.20
Meadow
Gold
1 gallon milk
2.10
TOTAL
$13.50

program in Upper Volta. Lower left, Bill
Greiman, a 1977 agriculture engineering
graduate of Montana State University,
serves in a water and soil conservation
project in Antigua.
For information on service in the Peace
Corps call 800-424-8580, Ext. 93, toll free
(Alaska and Hawaii call -9704)
or
write: Peace Corps, Washington, D.C.,
20525.

'60s drawing more interest

soon discovered the winner: Saving $1.06 is worth the
Warehouse Groceries of- drive. Isn't it?
fered the best overall price
Now I know where my
($12.44) for my munchies. money will buy the most
H o w e v e r , W a r e h o u s e munchies.Itmay b e j u s t a
Groceries didn't win by a few pennies now, but they'll
landslide. Winn Dixie all add UP!
charged only 19 cents more.
Super Valu charged 36 cents
In case my tavorite
more than Warehouse munchies are your favorites
Groceries. The real dif- too, I'm putting my price list
ference was between here for you. Now, you can
Hamric's price of $13.50 and get the best prices too.
the winners price of $12.44.
Super Valu
W h Dixie
WarehouseGro.
1.49
1.49
1.36
1.59
1.53
1.53
1.29
1.29
1.24
1.29
1.13
1.19
1.99
2.09
1.98
.99
1.17
1.07
.77
.89
.89
.30
.25
.30
Presto Pop
Jiffy Pop
Presto Pop
.50
.75
.68
.15
.14
.14
Super Brand
Barber's
Barber's
+

STANFORD,Calif. (CH)Carson noted that the
The students of the '80s are lengthy Vietnam War
increasingly interested in provided a continuity to the
the students of the '60s, says '60s protest movement that
a Stanford University many of today's issues don't
history professor.
have. He also cited the
legacy of the Civil Rights
Clayborne Carson, a movement as crucial to later
former civil rights and protest efforts. Associate
antiwar activist a t the history professor Barton
University of California-Los Bernstein, another panel
Angeles, says the growing member, agreed, saying the
curiosity about the days of civil rights movement
marches and mayhem stems fostered "a greater belief in
partially from a sense of the efficacy of protest."
nostalgia. But he also
Bernstein also said today's
believes today's students see economic conditions are
the need for progressive h a m p e r i n g s o c i a l
change and "want to know movements. "The antiwar
'how we did it."' Carson was movement began in the '60s
one of three members of a amid prosperity," he said.
panel entitled "The '60s: "People got involved with
Retrospect on Revolution" the notion that they could
held during a '60s week at always return to the
Stanford.
The
panel mainstream when they were
discussion took place before through, that they would
a packed house, and at- always have a second
tendance at other events chance. Now many of you
during the week was ex- worry that America may
cellent,
according
to only be a one-chance
organizers.
society."
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The extras you learn in college
Carla Wheeler
Feature Writer

mink back to when you were a senior in high school,
looking at a Jax State catalog. you thought that everything
you could possibly learn in college was neatly listed on
those pages. Three weeks after you got here, you
discovered otherwise.
The average John or Jane learns about 90 percent more
out of class than they do in class. Professors pound certain
things into your head, depending on your major. Education
majors learn how to type a lesson plan. Psychology majors
learn Maslow's hierarchy of needs. English majors learn to
quote Burns and Wordsworth. History majors learn about
every war that was ever fought. We all learn little bits and
pieces about different subjects, in the hopes of becoming
well-rounded.
There are just a few more things we manage to pick up
along the way, though. Momand the high school counselor

never warned us about them, either. See if any of these ring
a bell with you-INSTALLING TELEPHONES-If you start
getting phones when you are a freshman, you will have
installed and cut off a phone about eight times. By the time
YOU get YOU diploma, YOU will be on a £irsbname basis with
the frizzy-haired woman at the Phone Center Store.
REGISTERING FOR CLASS."Registration" should be
one of the words you can't say on television. By your last
semester, you will have finally figured out the least painful
method of registration. I am all set to graduate in April, and
last December I discovered the secret to ten-minute
registration. Get in touch with me if you want in on it.
EATING AT HARDEE'S-If you are here the full four
years, you will have consumed approximately 50 steak
biscuits, 125 hamburgers, and 10,000 colas. Hardee's, Inc.,
is very enthusiastic about this fact. They are becoming
upset, however, at the news that the average student
consumes .45 red burritos daily.
WAITING AT THE LIGHT-By graduation, you will have
spent the equivalent of one week waiting at the red light in
front of Boozer's. The same goes for the one in front of
Hardee's. You could grow old driving in this town.
EATING LATE-NIGHT CHICKEN-This activity drew to
a sharp halt when you-know-where ceased to be open
around the clock. Missed by all, the funeral was held at "the
germ", and mourners grieved over cold greasy pizzas in
their dorm rooms.
YAWNING IN CLASS-I estimate that from 10 to 15
percent of all those attending class daily are unconscious.

David Baugh, former director of the Career Placement
Center said it best- "The mind can retain only what the
rear end can withstand."
BEING FRAllY-Though this rule doesn't apply to all, it
does apply to some Good 01' boys from everywhere learn to
sing obscene songs off-key, joke with each other about
strange parts of their initiation, get girls in their rooms with
lines like, "You wanna see my aquarium?", do strat.,
things in fast food places (flat hamburger pickles stick
nicely to windows), reel drunkenly off the front porch into
the bushes, and dance while lying on the floor. The classic
frat thrill here is getting twelve guys in one car and driving
out to "Heartbeat Bridge", wherever that is.
BEING FREAKY-Doesn't require any rea skill. It only
requires a taste for hard rock and an intense hatred of all
frats, and most everyone else. Freaks have a grand total of
four friends during their entire stay at college, and take
pride in Not Getting Involved. They are into things like
marijuana and not bathing.
MAINTAINING AN APARTMENT-Only for the stouthearted. Move in, and the fun begins. One of the roommates' check bounces. The water-heater ceases to function.
The fireplace catches the rug on fire. The pipes burst
during cold weather. If someone tries to repossess your car,
move back into the dorms.
There are thousands more, but space is limited. I would
suggest getting all that you can out of college, because there
will come a time when students won't be allowed to have
checking accounts.

Prentiee Polk to speak February 24 on campus
Prentice Polk's ambition was to be an
artist, yet with a camera he became one of
the
South's
most
outstanding
photographers. For most of his 82 years, Mr.
Polk has captured the South and its history
on film. Polk's work was exhibited at the
Corcoran Gallery in Washington, D.C.and is
presently on national tour. During his 51
year associatign with Tuskegee Institute,
Mr. Polk photographed Eleanor Roosevelt,
W.C. Handy, Will Rogers, George
Washington Carver, and other historical
figures. Some of his best known works are of
subjects picked from the crowds passing on
the street after he spied them from his
studio. Polk is working some
of his 300

@

photographs of Carver into a photographic
history. He is also planning a collection of
what he calls "the vanishing Negro", the
proud but gentle farm folk indigenous to the
Tuskegee area and the South.
The Afro American Association,
Department, and Sociolog~ Club of
Jacksonville State University are pleased to
join in annourlcing that Mr. Polk will speak
on our campusFebruary 24th at 7:30 p.m. at
the Roundhouse. An exhibit of his work will
be on display February 24 through March 1
at Hammond Hall Gallery on campus. The
gallery is open from 2:00 p.m. till 4:00 p.m.
Monday through Friday. Everyone in-

terested is welcome to visit the exhibit and
hear Mr. Polk's presentation.
Mr. Polk is a vital link with the history of
the South. He has offered us an opportunity
to see the past through the lens of his
camera. His work portrays the history of
blacks the south, as well as &hehistory of

photography. He wiU speak of his images of
changes that have come with time. Mr. Polk
will also have some slides of George
Washington Carver, along with some interesting facts about Carver's work that are
relatively unknown. We are sure that this is
one event that you will not want to miss.

Backbeat
B y Jon Hughes

Although I am not in the habit of reading
other people's mail, and such practices are
no less than a federal offense,this letter fell
into my hands quite by accident. I share it
now with posterity.
Dear Prudence,
What goes on? I heard it through the
grapevine, you've been cheatin'. Baby,
that's backatcha. Breakin' up is hard to do;
honey don't. I want you back, back in my
arms again. I can't get no satisfaction
without you in my life. You're my soul and
inspiration. Everyday, all I have to do is
dream I got you, babe. You really got a hold
on me all day and all of the night. Tell me
why it's all over now?
Do you want to know a secret? Since
you've been gone, everybody's trying to be
mybaby.Iloveonlyyou.Untilyoucome
back to me, that's what I'm gonna do. Hey,
little girl, believe it or not I only have eyes
for you. Still, I'll be in trouble if I can't have
you. I've been lonely too long.
Ooh, baby' baby, let's get it on, Think
about me so into you. Imagine the way I feel,
tonight. . .down in the boondocks. Let me
love you once; then you can tell me goodbye.
I wanna he vow I ~ v e r tower
,
of strenpfb,

teen angel, candy man, bad boy, brown-eyed
handsome man, dancin' fool. . .I only want
to be with you. This guy's in love with you,
sweetheart. I can't help myself, sugar pie,
honey bunch.
My world is empty without you. Since I
don't have you, slow dancin' don't turn me
on. My heart is an open book. It keeps right
on hurting. I call your name in the still of the
night. I want you, I need you, I love you.
Baby come back.
Someday, we'll be together. We'll sing in
the sunshine, just the two of us. . .Just you
and me, babe, we can work it out. You are
the sunshine of my life. With a little luck,
tonight's the night.
Call me.
Dedicated to the one I love,
Johnny Angel
P.S.Iloveyou.

PWESEPlTS

M a i l a eard with your
name and phone number
tesiing US why you would

P.Q. Box 92

(Note: Try to identify the artists who sang
the songs in this rock and roll love letter. I
didn't cheat; the entire thing is made up of
officialsong titles that were chart hits. Good
luck)

-Retun Tr Sender-

J.s.u.

Jacksonville, A L 36265
F O ~only $2.99, get a PasquaIe's pither full of your favorite beverage. And the pitcher's
yours to take home. Bring ~talong the next tlme you want to share the good times. We'll fill ~t
FREE anytime you order a 12" or 15"plzza. Free refill offer good through August, 1982.

hmit one FREE refill per v~sit

>
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ALPHA TAU OMEGA
By JIM STUMP
We the brothers of Alpha
Tau Omega wish to thank all
those who participated in our
sp .! 82 rush. Although.
spr ,fig rush isn't quite as
spectacular as fall rush, we
were quite pleased with the
turnout. We had a great time
meeting and entertaining all
those who joined us during
rush week. Those still interested inbecoming an A m
feel free to stop by the ATO
house anytime. Wildcat rush
lasts until Feb. 8th.
Congratulations Randy
Fortenberry for being
selected brother of the
month, way to go Randy!
Our little sister of the week
last week was Kelli Loper,
and this weeks is Annette
Cosmos. The brothers wish
to thank all the little sisters
who helped get things ready
for rush, we appreciate it.
Our basketball team tips
off Thursday night against
Delta Chi at 7:30. This
promisestobe a great game.

Good luck Taus! The
Warriors also have a game
this week, good luck fans!
AT0 would like to annOunce an Open party tonight
at *:3O at the ATo Howep
and everyone is
AT09
way to go!

""

DELTACHINEWS

By

Chi

like to
thank everybody that came
by our house during rush. We
had
hope
a svccesafulruSh
as did weWe
like to
'Ongratulate
the
Chi
team for their
h e play this past weekend.
our team, behind
We
the leadership of Mike 1x1man and Jeff Martin, can
win tonight against A m .
Delta Chi is proud to announce the initiation of one of
Ja cksonvillels f i n e s t
businessmen. Gene Sutley
was initiated into the
brotherhoodon Jan. l00f this
year. Congratulations also

go out to two of our Chi someone to pick up a
Delphia, Tara Bennett and valuable turntable for only
Tambrin Radcliffe. Tara $1.
was lavaliered to Steve Bond
KA is looking forward to
of Houston, R Tambrh the mixer Friday night with
recently announced her Delta Zeta. The theme 1.
engagement to John Free, a "Cartoon Comic Strip
fine young businessman Char a c t e r s "
cia1
from Georgia.
Chairman, Brother So
Chuck
The brothers of Delta Chi b g e r s , has everyone b e d
would like to take this 0 ~ . up.
P ~ W to
~ publicly
Y
thank
~ e g h is over and
all of our Chi Delphia for the KA has several h e young
terrific job they have been men as newpledges. Wlldeat
hing this semester.
rush is underway and anyone
Alth~llgh r ~ s hweek has interested in the Kappa
ended, we would like to Alpha Order is invited to
remind the young men on come by the house anytime.
Campus that wildcat rush is Just ask any brother about
still open. We still invite all the great f e e to be a
mung men to come by our of KA.
house anytime and EXPLORE DELTA CHI!!!

.

KAPPA ALPHAREPORT
By PHIL SISK
The Delta Phi Chapter of
the Kappa Alpha Order is
raffling away a Technics
turntable at $1 per ticket.
This is a great chance for

Sorority News
DELTA ZETA
STEPHENS
Goad Luck Angela Evans
and Michelle Nix. Thursday
February 4th these girls will
be contestants in the Miss
No r t h e a s t A 1a b a m a
Pageant. We know you will
do well. Everyone come and
support all the contestants.
f4unday night the Delta
Zetas invaded Pizza Hut.
Each sister with the h i a e s t
grade point from last
semester was treated to a
pizza dinner. Thanks go to
Regina Norris scholarship
chairman for this yummy
idea.
Angela EV-S was elected
activities chairman and
fundraising chairman.
Congratulations Angela.
Wednesday night Big Sislittle Sis was held. Tammy
Hinds and Penny Bunton got
big sisters at this special
time.
Thank you Big Brother
David Brandon for coaching

By VI-

-

the

Zeta

last
'
Wednesday
Ow
and
game
we won
by forfeit. Thusday night
our twill play again.
Also thanks to Linda
M c h a l l y our faculty advisor for an informative
standards presentation last
week. Linda came and
talked to us about Financial
Aid. Thanks again Linda.

and Allison Bowen. They
received open bids to pledge
Phi Mu last week and we're
very proud to have them
both! We would also like to
announce the engagements
of sisters Jill Morrow to
Robbie Stephenson and
Wendy Wood to Charlie
Owens. Congratulations!!!
The Phi Mu's are looking
forward to the Miss Northeast Alabama Pagent
that's being held tonight at
the Leon Cole Auditorium.
Angie Stepp is representing
Phi Mu and we would like to
wish her the best of luck! !
Afterwards, the Phi Mu's
ab.~
be celebrating at th
Panhellenic Beer Bust at
Strangers.
The JSU Gamecock
~ ~ ~ k ~team
t b will
~ l be
l
playing ~
i College
l
~
saturday night at the

cowurn.
kt,s all be
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go out and cheer on these
b d working athletes!
The Phi Mu's are proud to

ZETA TAU
ALPHA REPORT
By CHERYL-ER
Zeta Tau Alpha is proud to
announce we have eight new
pledges following an Anformal rush party which was
held last Wednesday night.
The sisters wish a warm
welcome to the following
girls: Cindy Alexander,
Cedartown, Ga.; Penny
Bracket, Marietta, Ga. ;
Terri Cambell, Gadsden;
Sandy Jacoby, Clarkston,
Ga.; Michelle Leipert,
Birmingham ; Tammy
Morris, Glencoe; Denise
Myers, Birmingham; and
Debra Ogleaby, Tailedega.
Plans are in the making
for the White Violet Formal
to be held in New Orleans.
We me planning to ride on
buses down there. The
formal
~
will be held on
Saturday night in our
ballroom and a band will

Pledge of the week is Kim
Stanford and
of the
w& is h c i e sama,
"SInartie pants" award this
week goes to Debbie Seales
who has been studying extra
hard
this
week.
Congra~ulations to all our
asters and pledges who have
recently become initiated
little sisters of fraternities.
Congratulations also Pam
Piper who is the new vice
president of the little sisters
for Pi Kappa Phi.
Zeta has three new senior
SPQnsorS
of
R5TC

Remember wildcat rush
doesn't end until February
15.

under way for making it a
success also.

Our chapter
welcome
Dougwould
Lesleylike to
ow brotherhood Doug was
initiated
at Samf ord

LMt Monday, EN s d e r e d
a defeat in basketball by a
very wellcoached KE t-.
Congratulations to the
bothers of KE on a well
earned victory. Also,
preparations for a winning
softball season are under
way.
the brothers and
little sisters are hard a t wwk
and anxious to begin playing.

University and
herehas
to recently
we
kel that Doug
be a real
J~u.We

asset
to ournights
fraternity.
Tuesday
at 8: 30 a
Bible Study will be held at
the
Everyone is
welcome.
Our basketball team
opened it,s
with a
over a tough Delta
Chi squad, this past Sunday.
We face Omega Psi Phi
Thursday night at 8:30 at
Stephenson Gym.
We are very proud of our
little sister program. The
little sisters the Star and
Lamp play a very important
part in Our fraternity as a
We
like to
our new lime
sisters:
Penny
Brackett' Kelli C1emOns,
Conlon, Debbie
Kim Friddle,
Kathy Galloway, Cindy
Anna Lee, Elaine Momon,
Lisa Patterson, Jill Peoples,
Pam Piper, Colleen Radcliff,
Thompson, and Karen
Watford.

~~~~~$~
The brothers of Kappa

Sigma are very pleased with

spring rush this year and we
are proud of our new
pledges. We expect a great
deal from these salper sharp
guys and we are sure they
will each fulfill their
potentials as Kappa Sigma
Pledges.
Wildcat ~ u s is
h now in fd
swing and we a r e still
looking for more young men
interested in fraternities. We
invite you to come by our
house anytime, get to know
us, and maybe You can begin
to realize a little of what
Kappa Sigma is about.
This past Wednesday night
the Little Sisters and BigBrothers had our mnual
skating party. It was great
f"
for everyone who attended especially the party
afterwards at the house.
Thank you Little Sisters for a
wonderful evening.
Basketball season is going
superbly this Year and the
Sigs are playing fantastic.
We are
2-o and looking
forward to continuing SueCeSS. Excellent job team,
we're behind You the way.
PI KAPPA
PI REPORT
By R.L. FOSTER

Cynthia &own ma&
'ledge
the
Dean's ~ i with
~ at GPA of
2.8. ~ e e up
p the good work,
cindy!
~veryonelooks forward to
the a ~ u apublication
l
of the
-088
and the editor, Phi
MU Man@ Bates, hes announced that the annual is
finished and on its way to the
press. We're proud of the
great job Mandy7sdone and
can't wait to see this year's
PHI bfu
By CYNTHIA BROWN
Mimosa!
The Kappa Shgw~chapter
Wd, that's the news, SO
of Phi MU would like to an& week, remember: an@d&~~m to hsarac%a
texid a~&ini''wtrl'~h$'$b
mk .'-mwwwwategg~ M F &
:Smijh.-+w&
J ~ Q ~ . ~
new pledges Dana NBcMlfm JmS~Ua
!'
&meSr~na%,

SIGMA NU

BYJOHN V A m E S , JRThe brothers of Sigma Nu
.would like to thank all the
people who went through
fraternity rush thia pest
week. Even though this
semestersrush was different
from those previously held,
we still had a great turn out.
Special thanks go to Gus
Edwards and Steve Sheffield
for making spring rush a
~~Ccess.
We would m e to r e o g h
and commend EN brother
Byron chandler. Through his
initiative and hard work EN
was able to raise over $3,000
for Cerebal P a l s e ~with our
Rock-a-thon. This i s the
largest amount our chapter

The little sisters of EN nr.
&o in the POof plmning their
valentine,s
Day Party for the b r o m
and guesbthe w e e n t h of
F e b a r y . We the brothers
of EN, would like to thank all
the little sisters for their
hard work on this project, as
well as during
We
would especially like to
thank Donna & Lynda
Lori
'lren Ford and Jean Valdes
their
ef[orta.

"*.

Congratulations are exh d e d to OW newly elected
officers.
They
are:
Treasurer-Tim Worthy;
Asst.
Treasurer-Tony
Taylor; Lil Sis CoordinatorTroi Hayes; and Pledge
Marshall-Pat Sharon. We
have confidence in their
ability and feel they are well
suited for their respective
offices.

In closing, we the brothers
of Sigma Nu, would like to
urge
Person still interestedinfraternity*,
to
visit the house. wild cat rush
registration is until ~ e b8,. so
until mxt week walk in the
way of honor, follow a Sigma
Nu.

ClassifiedS
Need a female roommate to
share a fully furnished 2
bedroom house. $55 a month.
Located 1 block from JSU.
Phone 4352821.

NAT'L DENTAL BOARDS
NURSING BOARDS
Flexible Programs a Hours

m e r e IS a diflereee!!!

COMPLETE PROGRAMMES I N PHltOSOPHY
FOR THE DEGREES O t B.A., M.A., AND Ph.D.
plus A JUNIOR YEAR ABROAD PROGRAMME
All Courses Are In English
Tuition i s 11,500 Beguim Franks ( 23005)
Write To: Secretary English Programmes
Kardinaal Mereierpllein 2

Q & ~ ~ ~ ~

I

8'

EDUCATIONAL

Test ~ r e p a r a t ~ oSpecial~str
n
S ~ n c e1938

For Information Please Call:
0 5 ) 939.0183
21300HIGHLAND
AVENUE
BIRMINGIIAW. ALABPMA

I
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ROTC scholarship is one o the best ailab able
"The
Army
ROTC market, with the price of
scholarship is one of the best college education going out
scholarships available of sight, this can be a
anywhere today," said tremendous help," said
Colonel Archie A. Rider, Colonel Rider. "In fact, it
Professor of Military can often make the difference between a student
Science at JSU.
Scholarships sponsored by
the Armv at Jax State and I
other colleges across the
country provide the quality
student with educational
assistance which includes
tuition,
textbooks,
laboratory fees and similar
expenses. To make it even
better, Army ROTC contributes up to $1,000 a year in
living expenses for each year
the scholarship is in effect.
The scholarship really
takes the financial pressure
off the shoulders of both the
students and their parents.
Furthermore, it frees
students from having to
work on a part-time job and
provides them the opportunity to concentrate on
their studies.
The two and three year
scholarships available to
JSU students are awarded on
the basis of merit. Additionally, students must
meet certain academic,
physical, and leadership
standards. The student's
field of study can be in
almost any area. Presently,
nursing and ?engineering
students are hlghly sought.
Others include persons
majoring
in
biology,
chemistry, geology, physics,
and mathematics.
"We are very proud of JSU
scholarship winners,"
remarked Colonel Rider.
"They have been an asset to
the University and the Army
ROTC program a t J a x
State."
Valuable job experience is
insured for scholarship
recipients in the active
Army, Army Reserve, or
National Guard when they
graduate.
With the promise of outstanding financial assistance
and a good job upon
graduation, the Army ROTC
scholarship is an attractive
offer .
"In todays tight money

attending or not attending
college."
For the student who thinks
he or she might be interested
in a few years of military
service
f 0 110 i n g
graduation, it is important to

understand
scholarship
application procedures and
criteria used for selection of
past scholarship winners.
Most winners last year had a
"B" average or above fi
academics,
and . had

demonstrated leadership
capabilities by involvement
in school activities such a s
clubs, athletics, fraternities,
sororities, or civic activities.
Interested students who
meet this criteria can obtain

more information about the
Army ROTC scholarship
progam by caning JSU's
Military
Science 601
Department at extension
or by
visiting Rowe Hall and
discussing this Program With
an Army Officer.

Miller t i r n e s ~ ~ @

Follow The
Gamecockr
on:

100.5 F M

Stereo

c

1981 Beer Brewed by Mlller Brew~ngCo Milwaukee WIS
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Sports
A little o f this 'n that
weightroom is that there are 1,291% pounds of barbell
weights. That might sound like enough until one realized
that a s many a s 25 people show up at about 3:30 Monday
through Thursday to workout. That averages to a p
poximately 50 pounds per person not enough to workout
with. But the universal machine is in fair shape with all but
one of its stations operational.
The JSU track team will be competing in the Southern
Indoor Championship on February 13 and 14. The meet is
being held in Garrett Coliseum in Montgomery.
Coco Collins, an outstanding hurdler, is Jacksonville's
best chance for representation at the nationals.
The team will also be traveling to Middle Tennessee State
University for its last indoor meet before starting the
outdoor season.
How 'bout that touch of spring last week! It's too bad we
have to wait a few monthsfor the real thing. I'm tired of the

-

Tim Strickland
Sports Editor

-1 A

C.V.U.

For all you folks that complained about the frigid condition of the pool, complain no more. The heating element
has been fixed for over a week so the water should be
feeling just right.
The latest word from the coliseum regarding the

"Nice j o b to the person who launched the paper aircraft
from a third floor window in Martin Hall. Of course, it didn't
do much for the anti-litter effort; but I guess there's always
a price for greatness. I wonder if it was a frustrated math
student or a bored professor.

A thens s h00ters p ut loss 0n Jax sta te
Athens used balanced scoring and a tough
zone defense to take a 74-64 victorv over
~acksonville State University Thbsday
night.
Athens, now 12-4, forced 22 Gamecock
turnovers and kept JSU's defense off stride
with a balanced offensive attack. Four
Athens players hit in double figures.
Mike Sanderson and Steve Hedden paced
the Bears with 13 points each, while William
Beck and Kenny Lawrence tallied 12 each.
The four helped Athens break the game open
down the stretch, hitting all over the floor in
the last five minutes.
"We just never seemed to get over the

hump to take the lead," said JSU's Bill
Jcnes, whose Gamecocks trailed only 57-54
when the Bears started their scoring spree
late in the game. "Several times during the
course of the game we cut the score to one
point and had the ball, only to lose it on three
charging calls and two walking calls.
"I feel that if we would have just taken the
lead, we could have forced the temp of the
game our way. As it was, we had to constantly make adjustments in our game to
offset their style of play."
Freddie Benford led Jacksonville in
scoring with 15 points. Earl Warren and
Doug &eel had i0 each.

NEED A CHANGE IN

Jacksonville falls to 7-8.

Jax looks good,
beats Delta State
Practice makes perfect and coach Bill Jones' Gamecocks
have been practicing a lot.
~lthough'the team wasn't absolutely perfect against
Delta last Saturday night it wasn't far barn it. And Jones
was pleased with the 93-75 victory.
"We needed to go out and have a good basketball game
tonight. Nothing picture perfect, but play with enthusiasm
and generate some things offensively," said Jones after the
win, which was the start of a long, conference home stand
as the Gamecocks play eight of their next nine games at
home.
"AND I THINK our guys did that. We attacked the areas
of weakness that we found in Delta's defense and that was a
key to the game."
The win gave the Jacksonville team an 8-8 overall record
and improves the Gamecocks conference mark ta4-3. Delta
State dropped to 13-4 overall and 5 2 in the GSC.
The Gamecocks played with a maturity and confidence
that had been missing most of the season. but which has
become more evidenr in recent games. with Delta State
packing things tight inside with a 2 4 zone, the Gamecocks
worked patiently and finding the open man for the good
shot.
A big key in the Gamecock win was the play of the bench.
Jeff McKibbon, a%reshman from Toronto, Canada, was
forced into the game early when starter David Carnegie
picked up three lo&. ~ c n b b o nplayed extremely well,
making big contributions to JSU's first half lead.

(See DELTA, page 11)
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UTM downs Gamecocks, 68 62
=

JSU vs UTM turned out to be another
heart-stopper last week as Gamecock guard
Doug Creel hit a tieing basket with just three
seconds remaining to send the contest into
over time.

Benford, with 19 points. Creel had 16 and formance. The Pacers were 14 of 19 kom the
free-throw line, compared with JSU's 124ffreshman Robert Guyton added 11.
18 showing.
The Gamecocksd were 25 of 51 from the
But in the rebound department, Tenfloor, for a 49 percent mark, while Ten- nessee-Martin dominated with a 3&27 ad-

throws ii the last 88 seconds to down the
Gamecocks 68-62.
The Pacers, who- improved their GSC
mark to 4-2 jumped out to an early lead in
the first minute of overtime and Jacksonville State never recovered.
"I HAVE TO be proud of this team's effort
on this road trip," Gamecock head coach
Bill Jones said. "In the overtime period, we
had a chance to take the lead and dictate the
flow, but could not get the ball to drop. The
game could have gone either way.
"Our team really played hard against
perhaps the most talented team in the
league, and as long a s we do that and continue to improve, we are going to do a 1
right."
Jacksonville State, which took a close 7978 decision over North Alabama Saturday
night in Florence, travels to Athens College
Thursday night to complete a three-game
road trip. The Gamecocks are back home
Saturday, playing host to Delta State.

(Photo by M i k e Roberts)

Rocky Wilkinson puts up shot

LARRY BROOKS, the Pacers' 6-9, 235
center, had 24 points and 14 rebounds to lead
Tennessee-Martin, whose record is now 12-7.
Gus Rudolph added 15 points and Mitch
St.entiford 13 for the Pacers.
Leading the JSU scoring was Freddy

(Photo by M ~ k eRoberts)

Bret Jones passes to Henry Hart

Delta

INEW

(Continued from page 10)
"WHEN WE GOT in foul trouble early, I think it changed
our style of play a little bit," Jones said. "Jeff McKibbon
came off the bench and played an excellent game, as did
Sylvester Grace. I think both of those guys played well."
McKibbon tossed in nine points and pulled down nine
rebounds while Grace also scored nine points and grabbed
seven missed shots.
Jones also picked out another sub for praise, freshman
guard Earl Warren.
"Earl makes some mistakes sometimes but they are
hustling mistakes," the Gamecock coach said. "We sure
don't want to do anything to slow down his playing."
Warren had 12 points.
"I think Doug Creel and Anthony Robbins, along with
Robert Guyton, went out and just played as hard as they
could play and just really got after it," Jones said. "With
the way we've pounded them with the early schedule and
wore them down, it's a credit to them that they can come
out with as much fight as they have."

play its 2-3 defense until this point in the game.

SAVE up to 80%
on selected titles.

N O GIMMICKS;
N O HIDDEN CHARGES;
A N D N O HARD SELL
Just low, low prices every d a y o f the year; unlimited choice of books; and fast, efficient, personal service on every order.

Kingston, Ont. KR 5427
P a s 1OM. 1AP A m s t d u n .
Tho N.thulnQ
78 Flmt C l p Sb..t.
~
11. &i Wu
P.O. Box 48. Imm. O ~ MState.
Nlgwlm

J AC~ONSILLE
dl&
S TATE
Dear ABC,
Please tell me, without any obligation on my part, how I can
BA N L
order for myself and for my friends anywhere in the world any
book in print, from any publisher, from any country, in
Asis:

.Q

Afrlu:

MEMBER

FDIC

Home Owned & Operated

- 4PM, M-TH,
-

d

-

Main Office, 817 S. Pelham Rd, Jacksonville

435-7894
107 M a ~ nW e a v e r

820-3500

b

ON ANY BOOK IN PRINT!

Euro#:

-

L ~ c e n s e db y T h e A l a b a m a S t a t e D e p a r t m e n t o f Education

-

SAVE 20 40%

dcademic Book Club

LOBBY PAM 2PM, M-TH, FRI. PAM 2PM 8 4PM 6PM

2

The Academic Book Club has expanded
the idea of a traditional book club into
a completely new and unique concept.

Cape Vlnont. Mew Yorlc 1381COS))
U S I.:
r h : 105 W.lllrw(on st..

DRIVE IN WINDOW: OPEN 8:30AM
FRI. TILL 6PM

205-236-3597

"A Better Way To Buy Books"

BUT WITH JSU holding a lead and playing with great
patience, the Statesmen went to a trapping, 1 3 1 zone. The
zone trap, however, spread the visitors all over the court.
JSU used this to its advantage, gradually pulling away to
an 11-point, 44-33 advantage by halftime.
In the second half, JSU continued to control the tempo,
turning back repeated surges by the Statesmen with
scoring spurts of its own. The Gamecocks played man-toman defense for a large portion of the second half, a tactic
that seemed to frustrate the Delta State offense.
Jacksonville built up a lgpoint, 84-65 margin with 2:15
left on a field goal by Benford, then rested the starters for
the remainder of the game as the victory was no longer in
doubt.
Creel followed Benford with 13 points for Jacksonville,
with Carnegie getting 11 points.

THE GAME WAS very close from the start, with the lead
changing hands with each bucket for most of the first 10
minutes.
Delta State's Robert Tanner hit a jumper with 7:09 left in
the half to give the Statesmen a 24-23 lead, the visitor's last
lead for the night.
A three-point play on the next possession by JSU's Freddy
Benford, who led the Gamecocks with 15points in the game,
gave the Gamecocks a 2&24 advantage.
And when Guyton scored a bucket from the inside the
next time down, the Gamecocks held a four-point lead.
It was here, Jones would later say, that the Gamecocks
took charge of the contest. Delta State had been content to

201/2 East 12th Street

1

offer from the oldest and largest
truly international book club.

.

'

17
-

VISA

2 Publfc Sq J v ~ l l e

435-6370

'

almost any language.
Tell me in addition how I cpn save 20.40% on these
books joining the ACADEMIC BOOK CLUB and paying a
membership fee as low as 1.8' daily ($6.50 annually).
I understand that one of the features of the club is that I
am not now, nor will I ever be, bnder any obligation whatsoevei to buy any particular book or quantity of books from
Academic Bobk Club.
PLEASE PRINT:
Circle apprporiate abbreviation(s): Dr. Prof. Rev. Mr. Mrs.
Miss. Ms.

1
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An easy

Can you imagine running twelve laps
aroundan inside track just to go a mile? The
girls indoor track team has just started their
indoor season and it consists of running
around in a lot of circles FAST!The girls
went up to Murfeesboro, Tennessee to
compete in their first indoor meet together
and finished out 3rd overall. This may not
sound great but when you consider that the
first and second place teams in the 8 school
meet had about 25 people each compared to,
JSU's eight, third place sounds great!

-

In our field events we had Coco Collins
returning in the high jump. She pIaced third
overallby jumping 5 feet 4 inches. This year
JSU hasrecruited a talented freshman from
Florida, Callie Thurman. Callie placed third
in the long jump and set a new school
record by jumping 17'8M". Callie and Coco
not only compete in fieId events but are
strong in the sprints. They proved this-in the
60 yard hurdles. In the semifinals they both
ranked in the top eight which qualified them
for the finals. In the finals, Coco placed third
and Callie finished not far behind in fifth
place.
One of the strong points the lady
Gamecocks team has is the middle distance
runners Yvette Spillrnan, Denise Coholich,
and Lorrie Silvers. All three girls ran in the
880 yard run.Denise won the event with an
astounding time of 2:23.6. Yvette placed 4th
with a time of 2: 29. She is in her last year of
competition. Lorrie, a new transfer from
Auburn and a new member of the JSU team,
placed sixth with a time of 2:41.
Our distance team is smaller compared to
the rest. It consists of Sharon White and
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Cheri Williams, both competed ' in cross
country in the Fall. Cheri won the two mile
with a time of 11:44.4 and Sharon, a runner
fromNewJersey, placedfifth, which helped

mile relay, where each girl runs l/z mile and
the 1 mile relay, where each girl runs Y4
mile. The two mile relay which consists of
Spillrnan, Silvers, Coholich, and Williams
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team consisted of Callie Thurman, Becky
Yvette Spillman, and Denise
Coholich.

.
,

-

JSU leads the pack

(Photo by Mike Roberts)

